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Palm Reading - Entertain and Amuse with These "Handy" BasicsPalm reading. Is what you hear

about reading palms really true?Can you actually tell something about a person by simply looking at

their palm? If so, don't you think they'd be impressed and excited about learning more? Well,

palmistry (as some call it) has become quite a science and is no longer just relegated to the dark

sÃ©ance rooms of the local gypsy palm reader. As with most things, palm reading can be quite

in-depth on the one hand (no pun intended) but on the other hand - it doesn't really have to be. Just

by knowing a few things you can tell if a person is enjoying life, if he is a thinker or a doer, if he is

emotional, or how he interacts with others. All these things can be determined by just looking at the

four main lines on the person's hand - the Heart Line, Head Line, Fate Line or Life Line.Now there

are some things you can't tell when reading a palm, like, if a black cat will cross his path, or if he is

going to have a string of bad luck, or when he is going to die, or if he will win the lottery. These are

just far fetched untruths passed down through time and are examples of statements that give palm

reading such a bad name.Palm reading actually fits into a larger category - hand reading. There is

much you can tell about a person just by looking at their overall hand. One example is the shape of

their palm and the length of their fingers. Just the other day the author noticed the two beautiful

hands of two actresses on TV. Their long fingers and oblong palm indicated they had, what is

called, a Water Hand. This is a hand with an oblong palm shape and long fingers. People who are

sensitive, creative, emotional and imaginative have this type of hand. In other words, actresses.To

learn more about these basics, please get this palm reading made easy book entitled - Palm
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I thought this book was a commercial for all the rest of the authors books. while the subject of palm

reading is covered in this book, I found the authors use of "that's all you need to know for now" a bit

condescending. while the author has other titles available that sound interesting, i'm not sure I

would buy them if the author is basically telling me what they think I should know about a subject. its

a quick read and does give the very basics on palm reading.

Palm Reading - Entertain and Amuse with These Handy Basics is one of several installments in the

How to Be the Life of The Party series by Joshua Minute. While this book will in no way turn the

reader into a skilled palm reader - nor does it claim to be able to accomplish that goal - it does

provide some interesting basics and tricks. With attention to detail and a little bit of practice, almost

anyone should be able to use the tools in this book as a tool to overcome shyness or break the ice

at a social event.I received this book from the author in exchange for a review and found it to be a

fun and quick read with easy to apply hints and tools.

This book was very interesting! I have always wondered about palm reading but have never really

found a book that only goes into the basics. This is great! It doesn't over complicate it and is very

easy to understand. I was able to read my palm and my husband's. I can't wait to try this out on our



friends and see how accurate it really is.

I thought this was a neat and interesting e-book. I downloaded it on the free giveaway the other day,

and enjoyed the content and details provided on palm reading.While this book won't teach you to

make a living as a fortune teller, you will be able to talk to people about palm reading and the ideas

and concepts behind it.
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